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INDIANCUISINE

A SENSORY JOURNEY
OF CUTTING-EDGE
INDIAN FUSION CUISINE

Located in the grounds of the Bali Dynasty Resort – a highly popular, family-friendly hotel in the heart of Tuban, South Kuta – yet conveniently accessible from the main street, Queen’s of India is the latest addition to the Queen’s Indian empire. The chic, contemporary design of our restaurant,
with its alfresco terrace and air-conditioned dining areas, perfectly complements our commitment to exemplary service and exceptional cuisine.

At Queen’s of India, we invite you to join us on a sensory journey along the spice route, into the taste, spirit and culture of cutting-edge Indian
fusion cuisine. Here, in true Queen’s style, every palate is considered with an extensive choice of Indian curries, tandoor dishes, biryanis, thalis,
breads and Indian fusion delights such as ‘Hot Sizzlers’, ‘Hot Stone Rice Bowl’, ‘Chicken Malai Kebab’ with a whipped egg white coating, ‘Fish Curry’
with vodka flambé, and canapé-style ‘Mutton Chapli’. Our traditional dishes, meanwhile, still retain the authentic characteristics of regional Indian
home-cooking, which is loved the world over.

From the mild flavours of Kashmir to the hot specialties of the south, our exciting menu offers vegetarian, meat and seafood dishes galore, followed
by wonderful Indian desserts. Highly recommended are specialties such as Goa Prawn Curry, and the delicious Buttered Moong Dhal accompanied
by sweet Kashmiri Naan and imported long-grain basmati rice. We also suggest you taste our tasty Rogan Josh, Malai Kofta, Aloo Raita and our
Chapatis. All of the dishes at Queen’s of India are cooked to perfection by our three native Indian chefs; one of whom is a master of the Tandoor,
while the other two are specialists in the creation of curries.
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Jl. Kartika Plaza, Kuta
T/F: (+62 361) 765 988 / 761 099
e: bali2@queenstandoor.com

HOTLINE: +62 81 249 249 249
Just footsteps away from the popular Discovery Mall, the hotels lining the strip and the attractions of Tuban, Queen’s of India welcomes resident guests at Bali Dynasty Resort as well
as outside guests. On this cosmopolitan island where discerning diners expect the best and
demand perfection, we are confident that your expectations will be exceeded.

Follow us @: queensbali
http://bali.queenstandoor.com

